Influences from the outside world also affect us. For example, the media, and friends, in which can change who we are. We may have been told by our parents that stealing is bad, or that you need to respect your elders. But the media can easily change that belief, or your friends can persuade one to steal. Also, today many teenagers admire many celebrities that may not be the best role model. So this celebrities could inspire this teens to do bad things, and it might change their personalities. The way they act and thing about things. This represents that humans constantly change and could get easily influenced.

One can’t enjoy snowboarding, or claim to like it, until one tries it. Without the experience it is impossible to say you enjoy it. Or do you think it already was embedded into your genes? Experience and influences is what makes us who we are. For example, what happens if you’re snowboarding one day and you break your bone, instantly you decide that you hate snowboarding because, you had a bad experience with it. Well, then it couldn’t have been embedded into your genes. That is why I believe that personality development is how a person has been nurtured throughout their lives. Next, all children are bad at least once during their lives. Such as, a 4 year old boy throws a book to his sibling, and he get punished by being put in the corner. Of course the little boy wouldn’t like to be out in the corner, but he would be able to put two and two together that throwing a book at someone is wrong, and hopefully he won’t do it again. Example like this show how easily children learn and how they are influenced by other people. This shows us the how humans learn, bringing us back to the theory of nurture, learning things is what makes people who they are.